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We study the level spacing statisticsPssd in many-body Fermi systems and determine a critical two-
body interaction strengthUc at which a crossover from Poisson to Wigner-Dyson statistics takes place.
Near the Fermi level, the results allow one to find a critical temperatureTch above which quantum
chaos and thermalization set in. [S0031-9007(97)03971-9]
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The random matrix theory (RMT) was developed
explain the general properties of complex energy spe
in many-body interacting systems such as heavy nuc
many electron atoms and molecules [1]. Later, it fou
many other successful applications in different physi
systems. Among the most recent of them, we can qu
models of quantum chaos, where RMT appears
to the classically chaotic but deterministic underlyi
dynamics [2]. One of the most direct indications of t
emergence of quantum chaos is the transition of the le
spacing statisticsPssd from Poisson to Wigner-Dyson
(WD) distribution. This property has been widely used
detect the transition from integrability to chaos not on
in systems with a few degrees of freedom [2] but also
solid-state models with many interacting electrons [3].
was also applied to determine the delocalization thresh
in noninteracting disordered systems [4].

While the conditions for the appearance of the W
distribution in noninteracting systems is qualitatively w
understood, the situation is more intricate in the prese
of interaction. Indeed, in this case, the size of the to
Hamiltonian matrix grows exponentially with the numb
of particles, and it becomes very sparse as a result of
two-body nature of the interaction. Because of this, it w
initially not obvious whether switching on the interactio
would lead to the WD statistics. To study this proble
a two-body random interaction model (TBRIM) wa
proposed [5,6]. This model consists ofn fermions which
can occupym unperturbed energy orbitals with mea
one-particle level spacingD. The multiparticle states ar
coupled by two-body random transition matrix eleme
of typical strengthU. It was found that a sufficiently
strong U leads to a level mixing and appearance
WD statistics. Very recently, the interest for this mod
has been renewed, and its statistical properties w
investigated in more detail [7]. This rise in intere
was stimulated by the understanding that many statist
properties of real physical systems such as the rare-e
Ce atom [8] and the28Si nucleus [9,10] are well describe
by the TBRIM. In addition, this model is quite simila
to thes-d shell model used for a description of comple
nuclei [9,10]. Since interaction is generically of a tw
body nature, it is reasonable to assume that this model
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also be useful for a description of interacting electrons
clusters [11] and mesoscopic quantum dots [12].

While the statistical properties of the TBRIM were
studied in some detail, surprisingly, the most importa
question about the critical interaction strengthUc at which
the WD level spacing statistics sets in was omitte
Apparently the reason for this is based on the comm
lore in nuclear physics that the level density grow
exponentially with the number of particles, and therefo
an exponentially small interaction is sufficient to mi
nearby levels [7,10]. However, recent estimates on fe
particle modelssn  2, 3, 4d showed that, in spite of the
high many-body density of states, only an interactio
strength comparable to the two-particle level spacings c
give a level mixing [13,14]. Therefore the dependenc
of Uc on the number of particles and orbitals, as well a
the excitation energy, should still be determined. This
the main purpose of this paper. The above border inU
is physically very important. Indeed, forU , Uc, levels
are not mixed by interaction, and hence the system is
thermalized. Consequently, the occupation numbers
not described by the Fermi-Dirac statistics. However,
sufficiently strong interaction leads to thermalization a
has been seen in numerical simulations [7,9,10].

To study the effect of interaction on the spectral pro
erties of finite Fermi systems we used the TBRI mod
described in [7]. It consists ofn particles distributed
over m orbitals with energiesem0 , m0  1, 2, . . . , m.
These energies are randomly distributed over the inter
f0, mg with average spacingD  1. The total number of
multiparticle states isN  m!yfn!sm 2 nd!g. They are
coupled by random two-body transition matrix elemen
distributed in the intervalf2U, Ug. Because of the
two-body nature of the interaction, only states differin
by, at most, two one-particle indices are coupled. As
result, each multiparticle state is coupled withK  1 1

nsm 2 nd 1 nsn 2 1d sm 2 nd sm2 n 2 1dy4 states [7].
All these transitions occur inside a two-body energ
interval B  2m 2 4 around the energy of an initial multi-
particle state. For largem andn, the number of transitions
K is much smaller than the size of the matrixN but is
much larger than the number of different two-body matr
elementsN2 ø m2y2. The total energy of the system
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1837
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varies from the ground-state valueEg ø n2Dy2 to the
maximal valueEt ø mnD 2 Eg, and the Fermi energy is
eF ø nD. The typical level spacing in the middle of th
spectrum atEh ø sEt 1 Egdy2 is Dn ø sEt 2 EgdyN.

Let us first discuss the situation at high energiesE ,
Eh, where allK transitions are energetically allowed. I
this case, the density ofdirectly coupled states isrc ø
KyB because all transitions take place inside the tw
body energy bandB. According to perturbation theory
these levels will be mixed when the transition mat
elementU between them becomes of the order of t
corresponding spacingDc  1yrc. This determines the
critical couplingUc,

Uc  C
B
K

ø
2C

r2n2
. (1)

Here, we introduced the two-particle densityr2 ø N2y
B ø my4, assumingm ¿ n ¿ 1, and a numerical con
stantC to be determined. ForU ø Uc the perturbation
theory works, levels are not mixed andPssd is close to
the Poisson distribution. ForU . Uc we expect a strong
mixing of levels not only on a scaleDc but on a much
smaller scaleDn. There are few arguments in favor o
this statement. The first of them is based on the res
for few-particle systemssn  2, 3, 4d [13]. According to
Ref. [13], the effective transition matrix element betwe
nearby levels in high orders of perturbation theory b
comes comparable toDn when the first-order transition
mixes directly coupled statessU . Ucd. Recently the
same conclusion was drawn in [14]. The second ar
ment is based on an analogy with superimposed b
random matrices (SBRM) with strongly fluctuating d
agonal elements [15–18]. There it was shown that,
a sufficiently large band (number of nonzero diagon
2b 1 1 ¿

p
N), the eigenstates are extended over

whole matrix sizeN , and Pssd has the WD form if the
transition matrix elements are larger than the energy sp
ing between directly coupled states. This condition
rather similar to the above border (1).

To check the prediction (1), we numerically comput
Pssd in the middle of the spectrum of the TBRIM (keep
ing only 625% of the levels nearEh) for n # 8 and
m # 80 at various interaction strengthsU. Up to 5000
different realizations of disorder have been used to
tain the total spacing statisticsNs ø 30 000. A typical
example of the transition from Poisson to WD statist
is shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the level repulsion d
appears at smallU while for largeU the distribution ap-
proaches the WD form. To characterize this transit
we computed for each distributionPssd the valueh Rs0

0 fPssd 2 PWDssdgdsy
Rs0

0 fPP ssd 2 PWDssdgds. Here
PP ssd and PWDssd are the Poisson and the WD distr
butions, respectively, ands0  0.4729... is their intersec-
tion point. In this way,h varies from 1fPssd  PPssdg
to 0 fPssd  PWDssdg. We determined the critical inter
action strengthUc by the conditionhsUcd  hc  0.3.
The choice ofhc influences only the numerical factorC
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FIG. 1. Transition from Poisson to Wigner-Dyson statistics
the TBRIM for m  12, n  6: UyD  0.01 and h  0.93
s1d; UyD  0.055 and h  0.3 s≤d; UyD  0.13 and h 
0.063 s3d. Solid lines show the Poisson and Wigner-Dyso
distributions. The inset showsPssd at fixedh  0.3 for half-
filling n  nym  0.5 andn  4 (dotted line),n  5 (dashed
line), n  6 (long dashed line), andn  7 (dot-dashed line).

in (1). We note that thish value is close to the value
hA  0.215 corresponding toPssd at the Anderson tran-
sition in 3D [4] (in [4] a criterion slightly different from
ours was used).

The fact that the concrete choice ofhc is not crucial
is also confirmed by Fig. 2, which shows the existen
of a scalingh  hsUyUcd. Indeed, the numerical data
in a large parameter range demonstrate the existenc
one scaling curve (Fig. 2). This scaling is very simila
to the one observed in the SBRM models [15–18]. It al
clearly shows that the situation in our model is qualitative

FIG. 2. Dependence ofh on the rescaled interaction strengt
UyUc for 2 # n # 8, 4 # m # 80, 1y40 # n # 1y2, and
0.02 # Uc # 0.2 (diamonds). Open circles show the scalin
close to the Fermi level (see text). The straight line mar
h  hc  0.3.
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different from the h scaling in the solid-state model
with Anderson transition. There, in the limit of larg
system size, only three values,h  1 (localized phase),
h  0 (delocalized), andh  hA (at the transition), are
possible [4]. However, in our case, the scaling functi
varies smoothly from 1 to 0, with the rescaled transiti
matrix elementUyUc for different system sizesN which
varied over more than 2 orders of magnitude. We rel
this qualitative difference between the two models to t
fact that in the TBRIM all orbitals are coupled by dire
transitions, whereas in the Anderson model, the hopp
couples only nearby sites. Because of this, the TBR
is more similar to the SBRM models with a broad ban
where many states are directly coupled.

The condition for the criticalUc shc  0.3d allows one
to check the theoretical prediction (1). The numeric
data for which the number of direct transitions vari
over more than 2 orders of magnitude are presented
Fig. 3. They give a clear confirmation of the estima
(1) giving C ø 0.58. The results of Figs. 1–3 show tha
for U . Uc from (1) all nearby levels are mixed by two
body interaction, andPssd converges to the RMT resul
with WD distribution. We stress that, for largem andn,
the value ofUc remains parametrically much larger tha
the multiparticle spacingDn.

So far, the results were obtained in the middle of t
energy spectrumEh, where allK direct transitions are en
ergetically allowed and effectively work. The situatio
becomes quite different close to the Fermi level. The
the estimate (1) should be modified in the following wa
First, we should take into account that the density of
fectively coupled two-particle statesr2ef becomes energy
dependent so thatr2efsed , eyD2 [19,20]. Second, the
number of effectively interacting particles is also chang

FIG. 3. Dependence of the rescaled critical interacti
strength UcyB, above which Pssd becomes close to the
Wigner-Dyson statistics, on the number of directly coupl
states K for 4 # m # 80 and 1y40 # n # 1y2. The line
shows the theory (1) withC  0.58.
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close to the Fermi level. Indeed, as is well known,
a temperatureT , only dn , TnyeF , TyD . 1 parti-
cles interact near the Fermi surface. At this excitatio
energye , T , eF , the density of two-particle states is
r2ef , TyD2. By replacing [in (1)]n by dn and r2 by
r2ef, we obtain that at a given interaction strength the le
els become mixed, andPssd takes the WD form at a tem-
perature higher than the critical temperatureTch given by

Tch ø C1DsDyUd1y3, (2)

where C1 is a numerical constant. The conditions o
validity of this equation areTch . Dsdn . 1d andTch ,

eF  nD which correspond ton23 , UyD , 1. It is
also assumed that the WD statistics imply thermalizati
with Fermi-Dirac statistics. Such a conjecture looks qu
natural, since the quantum chaos should be related w
the excitation of many unperturbed modes and mixin
Also, without mixing of nearby levels and WD statistics
the thermalization is not possible since, generally, t
Poisson distribution indicates an existence of uncoup
parts in the whole system. As a result, the thermalizati
does not exist belowTch.

Since near the Fermi level the total system ener
counted fromEg is dE  E 2 Eg ø Tdn, the relation
(2) implies that the thermalization takes place only f
eigenstates with eigenenergiesEl  Eg 1 dE so that

dE . dEch ø C2
1DsDyUd2y3. (3)

The above restriction forU requires1 , dEyD , n2.
This result shows that theh parameter should depend
on the excitation energy. Indeed, our numerical da
extracted fromPssd computed in a small energy interva
near a fixeddE, clearly show thath decreases with
increasing excitation energydE (Fig. 4). Using the
relation (3), we can determine for a givendE an effective
Uc value being Uc  C3

1DsDydEd3y2. The condition
hsdEd  hc  0.3 for the data of Fig. 4 atn  6,
m  12, and UyD  0.147 gives C1 ø 1.08. With the
value C1  1.08 and the above dependence ofUc on
dE, we can check if the data of Fig. 4 will follow the
general scaling law of Fig. 2. For that, in Fig. 2 we plo
the h values of Fig. 4 vs the ratioUyUc with Uc 
1.26sdEd23y2, C1  1.08, andD  1 (open circles). The
fact that these data follow the scaling curve confirms t
theoretical estimates (2) and (3) for the thermalizati
border. The direct check of the dependence ofdEch on
U (inset in Fig. 4) also confirms the prediction (3).

The obtained estimates for the quantum chaos bor
(2) and (3) can be applied to different finite interactin
Fermi systems such as complex nuclei with residu
interaction, atoms and molecules, clusters and quant
dots. Here we briefly discuss the case of metallic quant
dots [12]. In this case, the interparticle interaction
relatively weak so thatUyD , 1yg with g  EcyD ¿ 1
1839
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FIG. 4. Dependence ofh on the rescaled excitation energ
dEyD for n  6, m  12, andUyD  0.147 (o). The straight
line marks h  hc  0.3. The inset gives the numerically
found dependence ofdEch with h  hc  0.3 on U (dia-
monds); the straight line shows the theory (3) withC1  1.08.

being the conductance of the dot andEc the Thouless
energy [21]. According to (3), the thermalization will tak
place above the excitation energydEch , Dg2y3. This
is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental resu
[12], where a dense spectrum of excitations in dots w
g , 100 appears at excitation energiesdEch , 10D. We
note that our border for thermalization and chaosdEch is
higher than the border for quasiparticle disintegration
many modesdED , Dg1y2 proposed in Refs. [22,23]. In
our opinion, the parametrically different dependence ong
suggested in [22,23] appears because the effect of ene
redistribution between many excited modes was neglec
while the derivation of estimates (2) and (3) shows th
it plays an important role. In addition, in the relation
similar to (1) the authors of Refs. [22,23], in fact, use
the first power ofn, instead ofn2, which, according to
our numerical data (Fig. 3), does not correspond to t
regime with many excited modes.

In conclusion, our numerical results and analytic
estimates determined the border for the emergence
quantum chaos and thermalization in finite interactin
Fermi systems. Further investigation of this crossover
real systems is highly desirable.

*Also at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 63009
Novosibirsk, Russia.
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